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The resulting incorrect formula for the lateral area leads to an 
incorrect formula for the surface of the cone (A = mh instead of 
rrq). This was correctly observed by Busard, whereas Grant mis- 
takenly takes the incorrect formula of Dominicus to be correct. 
All in all this book is much more than an ordinary source 
book. Its large number of selected texts makes it an extensive 
survey of all areas of science in the Latin Middle Ages. Many 
hard-to-find historical texts of considerable importance are in- 
cluded. Finally, the careful translations, checked by Professor 
Grant, an acknowledged expert on medieval natural science, will 
help make available for the first time, to a wide circle of 
interested readers, the full spectrum of medieval science from 
the original sources. It should thus help to reduce the still 
common prejudice that there were' no achievements worthy of notice 
in the Middle Ages. 
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One of the most dismal aspects of French science in the 
nineteenth century was the ease with which "outsiders" could be 
identified and either excluded or ignored. Sadi Carnot and his 
friend Nicolas Clgment were just two who suffered in this way. 
But when the "outsider" was also a woman, the odds against rec- 
ognition were, if anything, even more formidable. Formal higher 
education was unavailable, and serious discussion with men of 
science became difficult (though, as this book shows, by no means 
impossible). 
Whether Sophie Germain (1776-1831) wholly overcame the 
multiple impediments of being an autodidact and a woman in the 
highly structured man's world of French science is debatable. 
Certainly she liberated herself from the realm of polite drawing- 
room astronomy to which Lalande (for one) wanted to consign her. 
And while she never held, or sought, an academic post, she won a 
major prize competition of the Academy of Sciences and, still 
more importantly, earned the respect of most of her contemporaries 
in the dazzling company of early-nineteenth-century French mathe- 
maticians. 
As this detailed biography makes plain, Germain possessed 
both initiative and a clear sense of her own superior abilities. 
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The unsolicited letter she wrote to Gauss in 1804 (using a male 
pseudonym) started a correspondence that sustained her for over 
three years. The main subject of her exchange with Gauss was 
number theory, and it was only after their correspondence ended 
that she turned to what she would have regarded as her most im- 
portant work, on the theory of elasticity. The stimulus for the 
change was the prize competition set, at Napoleon's instigation, 
in the aftermath of Chladni's spectacular demonstration of the modes 
of vibration of flat elastic plates (1808). 
In tracing the tortuous path that led Germain to her defini- 
tive theory of these vibrations, Bucciarelli and Dworsky flesh 
out, without significantly modifying, our view of the French sci- 
entific community under Napoleon and the Bourbon Restoration. 
Their assessment of the dominant role of Laplace, in particular, 
is one with which I heartily concur. They are surely right in 
conjecturing that Laplace was instrumental in the choice of the 
subject for the competition. His aim, quite plainly, was to help 
his gifted young prote'ge', Poisson, and at the same time to ad- 
vance the ideal of a physics of short-range molecular forces 
which had preoccupied him for some years. But, even for Laplace, 
the path of patronage was not smooth. Poisson himself became 
ineligible for the prize, following his election in 1812 to the 
Institut de France, and it was by no means obvious how to deal 
with a persistent, unnamed entrant who refused to follow the 
Laplacian style of analysis. That entrant, of course, was Germain. 
Refreshingly, Bucciarelli and Dworsky do not ascribe Germain's 
lack of success in the competition, when it was first set, to the 
prejudices of the Laplacian clique; indeed, both her equation for 
the vibrating elastic surface and her derivation of the equation 
had major defects. Yet one cannot fail to notice a chronological 
correlation between the decline of Laplacian influence (from about 
1815) and the improvement of Germain's fortunes. In January 1816 
her persistence was rewarded by victory in the competition on the 
theory of elastic surfaces, which the Academy had now set for the 
third time, having received no satisfactory entries on the two 
previous occasions. 
After reading this measured and carefully researched book, 
I feel (as the authors apparently do) that the contemporary assess- 
ment of Germain as a competent but only moderately original mathe- 
matician was about right. She certainly deserves the serious 
attention which Bucciarelli and Dworsky give both to the content 
and to the context of her work, but there can be no pretense that 
she belongs in the highest reaches of the mathematical pantheon. 
